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How Much Is Too Much? 
The Indistinct Line Between Advocacy 
and Improper Deposition Coaching 
 

Once discovery began, several of the parties’ lawyers quickly devolved to the kind 
of conduct that rightly gives the legal profession a bad name.” 

  ~Britton v. Dallas Airmotive, Inc.1 

  

By Mark J. Fucile 
Fucile & Reising LLP 
 
 Depositions lie at the heart of most civil cases and in rare instances some 

criminal cases.  They can often “make”—or “break”—a case.  Even before the 

rise of “remote” depositions during the Covid-19 pandemic, “speaking” objections 

and related lawyer misconduct during depositions occasionally crossed the 

sometimes indistinct line between legitimate advocacy and improper coaching.  A 

column in these pages by the then-president of the Idaho State Bar in 2015, for 

example, warned of these tactics.2  Anecdotal evidence suggests that the 

widespread adoption of remote depositions in the wake of the pandemic has not 

improved this dynamic with well publicized reports of lawyers being sanctioned 

for secretly communicating with their clients during depositions.3   

 In this article, we’ll look at the boundary between legitimate advocacy and 

improper coaching in three respects.  First, we’ll survey the rules involved.  

Second, we’ll note the principal risks to lawyers who cross that line.  Finally, we’ll 

discuss both informal and formal remedies available to address improper 

deposition coaching. 

 Before we dive too deeply into this topic, three caveats are in order. 
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 First, we’ll focus on conduct occurring during a deposition.  As a general 

proposition, there is nothing wrong with thoroughly preparing a witness to give 

truthful testimony before a deposition.4   

 Second, we’ll focus on deposition objections and related coaching rather 

than other forms of bad behavior occurring during depositions.5 

 Third, although similar issues can arise at trial, judicial control of the 

courtroom makes conduct of this kind less frequent at trials than during 

depositions.6  With these boundaries in place around this analysis, let’s look 

more deeply into the rules.   

 Rules 

 The rules governing deposition conduct—including improper coaching—

are a blend of procedural and professional regulations. 

 Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 30(d)(1) and (2) concisely frame the 

procedural limits: 

(1) Objections.  An objection must be stated concisely in a 
nonargumentative and nonsuggestive manner.  A person may 
instruct a deponent not to answer only when necessary to 
preserve a privilege, to enforce a limitation ordered by the court, 
or to present a motion under Rule 30(d)(4).7 
 

(2) Conduct of Counsel and Party.  Counsel or any other person 
present during the deposition must not impede, delay or 
frustrate the fair examination of the deponent. 

 
Idaho’s rules are patterned on a corresponding provision in Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 30(c)(2).  Idaho’s rules are also similar to those in neighboring states.8 
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Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct 3.4(a) and (c), in turn, frame the 

primary professional rule considerations: 

 A lawyer shall not: 
 

(a) unlawfully obstruct another party’s access to evidence or 
unlawfully alter, destroy or conceal a document or other material 
having potential evidentiary value.  A lawyer shall not counsel or 
assist another person to do any such act; 

. . . 
 
(c) knowingly disobey an obligation under the rules of a tribunal[.] 

 
Improper coaching and similar misconduct during a deposition may also trigger 

RPC 8.4(d), which prohibits “conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of 

justice[.]” All three Idaho provisions are based on their ABA Model Rule 

counterparts.  See generally ABA Formal Op. 508 (2023) (discussing witness 

preparation, including improper coaching during depositions). 

 A deponent who has been coached to offer specific answers designed to 

shade or hide the truth is likely violating IRPC 3.4(a).  Coaching by the attorney 

also calls into question compliance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(d)(2) 

because it impedes the “fair examination” of the deponent.   

Risks 

 Improper coaching can result in both court-imposed sanctions and 

regulatory discipline.  Examples of sanctions as explained below could include 

monetary penalties, removal of pro hac admission, disqualification of the attorney 

or even outright dismissal of a claim or complaint.  Whatever small advantage 
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may be contemplated by “coaching” is heavily outweighed by the lawyer’s 

obligation under the rules as well as the risk of costly sanctions.   

 Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(d)(3) authorizes a trial court to impose an 

“appropriate sanction” “on a person who impedes, delays, or frustrates the fair 

examination of the deponent.”  The broad spectrum of sanctions available under 

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(b)—ranging from monetary penalties to 

dismissal—is incorporated by reference into Rule 30(d)(3).  Sanctions are also 

available in federal proceedings under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 30(d)(2).  

Because a court may consider sanctions against both the offending lawyer and 

the lawyer’s client, potentially disqualifying conflicts may result as well.9 

 Lawyers have been disciplined for violations of variants of Idaho Rules  of 

Professional Conduct 3.4 and 8.4 for improper deposition coaching.10  

Revocation of pro hac vice admission by the court concerned is also an available 

remedy.11   

 “Speaking” objections—where the defending lawyer expands on 

objections to impermissibly coach the witness toward a desired answer—have 

long been a staple of this genre of cases.12  For example: “Objection.  Mr. Smith 

has already testified that he doesn’t know whether the light was green or red and 

your question asks him to speculate.”  Repetitive “form” objections designed to 

impede the questioner during depositions have also been criticized by courts as 

a variant of impermissible coaching.13  Repeatedly rephrasing questions to signal 
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the desired answer to the witness has also been held to constitute impermissible 

coaching.14  Repeatedly taking the witness out of the room while a question is 

pending is a more blatant form of impermissible coaching.15   

 These older forms of impermissible coaching are now supplemented by 

technology-enabled methods.  Whispering desired answers off-camera during 

remote video depositions is no different than more traditional impermissible 

coaching.16  Texting or “chatting” suggested answers to a witness during a 

remote deposition is similarly impermissible coaching.17  It is important to note 

that in a remote deposition, the microphones are often very sensitive to noise, it 

is easy to see a witnesses attention being redirected, and no one can text 

surreptitiously.  If you need a further word of caution, these efforts are often 

easily identified, and always recorded.   

 While “line drawing” in this area is inherently indistinct, the case law 

collectively suggests that lawyers are at risk of sanctions or discipline either 

when objections or similar conduct are repeated to the point of impeding the 

opposing party’s right to conduct the deposition or is a single egregious instance 

such as whispering answers off-camera during a remote deposition.18  

 Remedies 

 Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(a)(4) addresses “evasive” and 

“incomplete” answers.  Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 37(a)(3) does the same 

for federal proceedings.  Both are framed as motions to compel.  As noted 
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earlier, sanctions can range from monetary costs to broader remedies such as 

striking claims or defenses.  Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(d)(2), in turn, 

expressly prohibits counsel from impeding or otherwise frustrating “the fair 

examination of the deponent.”  Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 30(d)(3) 

proscribes tactics during a deposition that are done in bad faith or which 

“oppress” a party.  Both incorporate the sanctions available under the respective 

versions of Rule 37.19  Depending on the circumstances, these rules should be 

read in conjunction with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) governing protective 

orders and its federal counterpart, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c). 

 Although these formal paths may provide remedies for the worst 

situations, they have inherent practical limitations.20  Courts, for example, have 

commented on the difficulty of assessing asserted lawyer misconduct on the 

“cold record” of a deposition transcript alone.21  Similarly, even a recording may 

need to be “enhanced” by a technical professional to reveal impermissible 

whispered instructions during a remote deposition.22 

 Practical alternatives short of seeking formal relief will vary with the 

personalities and circumstances involved.  Assuming that a simple discussion 

with opposing counsel does not address the situation,23 offering a standing 

objection (or stipulating that all objections other than to privilege are reserved 

until the deposition is offered) may provide a practical solution by taking away the 

reason for defending lawyer to interject serial speaking objections.24  Although 
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adding to the expense, noticing a deposition by video can sometimes discourage 

“bad behavior” by opposing counsel because, if necessary, it can be shown to 

the court concerned.25  This can be especially useful if conduct such as 

whispering answers is involved that would not show-up on a paper transcript. 

 Summing Up 

 The poignant passage from Britton quoted at the outset was coupled with 

a sage observation by the court: “‘[A]dvocacy which is both civil and professional 

is by far the most effective.’”26  Well prepared witnesses don’t need to be 

coached—whether through speaking objections or whispered suggestions—

during their depositions.  If opposing counsel, nonetheless, engages in 

impermissible coaching, both informal approaches and, if needed, formal 

remedies are available to address these situations.  As identified within this 

article, attorneys can both prepare their witnesses to not need coaching and 

identify the telltale signs of coaching and then preserve the record as necessary 

to adequately protect their clients and their cases.        
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